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ABSTRACT

Excessive light exposure in live cell fluorescent microscopy is a serious issue that

hinders the study of sensitive cell behaviors. Many variations of microscopy hard-

ware have been proposed to reduce the effects of photodamage but there is still

significant room for additional reduction of light exposure using vision software to

identify which fluorescent structures under the microscope are important to capture.

Active Illumination control for Fluorescence Microscopy (AIFM) is a method

for selectively illuminating fluorescent live cell images to limit the effects of pho-

totoxicity and photobleaching. AIFM reduces total light exposure by intelligently

tracking desired objects of interest (OOIs). Point sources, such as centrioles and

kinetochores, are ideal OOIs for our technique, as they are simple to detect and al-

low a maximum reduction in light. AIFM is able to locate and track centrioles and

kinetochores with RMS error of about 1 pixel, or 0.1µm on our wide field microscope

equipped with a 60x lens and 6.15µm per pixel sensor.

We found that by predicting and imaging only the most likely area to contain

centrioles and kinetochores, cells were subjected to only 20% to 50% as much light

when compared to uniform illumination under equal conditions. This change mea-

surably improves live cell fluorescent image quality. While cells imaged normally

under high axial and temporal resolution (61 slices every 30 seconds) experienced

severe photobleaching to the point that centrioles were no longer visible, cells im-

aged under identical conditions with AIFM experienced no bleaching. Fluorophore

intensity was unchanged over 45 minutes of imaging.

The reduction in light exposure also reduced the typical effects of fluorescent

imaging on dividing cells. In our trials, 36% of cells imaged using traditional imaging

failed in mitosis. Using AIFM, every cell observed completed its division and did so

18% faster than those under continuous illumination.
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